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ThinkingCap
Give your brain a workout with this month’s testing puzzles, 
with the chance of a prize for the correct answer.

by David Sandham

PUZZLE 2  FIRST TO CRACK

PUZZLE 3  WHO AM I?PUZZLE 1 COUNTING COLLISIONS

PUZZLE 4 TRUE OR FALSE?
Birds use quantum mechanics 
to navigate by the Earth’s 
magnetic field.

One reader who sends the 
correct answer to the prize 
puzzle to engtechmag@theiet.
org with ‘June Thinking Cap’ by 
17 July 2017 will win three books 
from Oneworld Publications – 
‘Head in the Cloud – The Power 
of Knowledge in the Age of 
Google’ by William Poundstone, 
‘Professor Povey’s Perplexing 
Problems – Pre-University 
Physics and Math Puzzles with 
Solutions’ by Thomas Povey and 
‘Fluke – The Maths and Myths of 
Coincidence’ by Joseph Mazur. 
The winner will appear in the 
October 2017 issue of E&T. 
For solutions, email: online.
editor@theiet.org after the 
closing date. Full terms and 
conditions are available online 
at bit.ly/eandt-competitions. 
The February 2017 issue winner 
was Ahmad (Jisrawi) ALJesirawi.

PRIZE
PUZZLE

Xaar and Yin, who work at opposite ends of an office, like to send 
each other tiny microrobots or ‘microbots’, which trundle along a 
track between their desks. The track is only one microbot lane 
wide.

All microbots, which are indistinguishable, must travel along the 
one-lane track. Whenever they meet head on, they collide and 
reverse direction, immediately continuing in their new direction at 
the same speed. 

Xaar sends 27 microbots, one after the other, at regular 
intervals, to Yin, and Yin sends 15, one after the other, at regular 
intervals, to Xaar.

How many microbots in total eventually arrive at Yin? How 
many, in total, arrive at Xaar?

For the prize, how many collisions will there be in total? 
To be clear, the microbots can collide head on with others sent 

from their own side just as with those sent from the other side. 
They only collide when meeting head on: for example, on arriving 

at Xaar or Yin, they stop without colliding with those already 
arrived. 

I was a French lady, but beheaded, 
Then a female Knight, until my tail dropped,
I was the first man, who lost his head,
Holding back water, my crown fell instead,
When to be is all of me.
 
Who am I?

When his guest 
came back for an 
Irish coffee, Joe 
found he only had 
two clean glasses: a 
thin-sided wine 
glass and a 
thick-sided whisky 
tumbler. He used 
very hot water, and 
one of the glasses 
cracked. 

Which glass 
cracked and why?

HINT: Don’t draw, write.

HINT: Consider conductivity.

HINT: Start with 
smaller numbers.
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